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Practice 1.1: Simplex method 
Combinatorial optimization 

G.Guérard 

 

Shadow costs by AMPL/CPLEX (sensitivity analysis) 
Reduced cost: usually the profit for some variables is such that the variable is set to 0 in the optimal 

solution. The reduced cost indicates the necessary improvement in the cost coefficient for said 

variable, in order for it to start having a non-0 value. For a maximization problem it means how much 

one must increase the coefficient while for minimization it means how much one must decrease it. 

Shadow price: the less a problem is constrained, the better the value of the objective function. When 

we relax the value of some constraint parameter, we have a chance to improve the objective value: 

the shadow price is the change in the objective value one would obtain per unit of constraint 

parameter that we change. This is also called dual variable. Note that only active constraints will give 

a non 0 shadow price: if the constraint is not constraining already, there is no sense in changing its 

bound. 

<var name>.rc;: Displays the reduced cost of the variable named <var name>. 

<var name>.down & <var name>.up; : Displays, respectively, the lower and upper endpoints of the 

range of the objective  function coefficient of the variable named <var name> for which the current 

basis remains optimal. 

<var name>.current;: Displays the current value of the objective function coefficient of the variable 

named <var name>. 

<constr name>;: Displays the shadow price of the constraint <constr name>. 

<constr name>.down & <constr name>.up;: Displays, respectively, the lower and upper endpoints of 

the range of the right hand side of the constraint named <constr name> for which the current basis 

remains feasible, and hence optimal. 

<constr name>.current;: Displays the current value of the right hand side of the constraint named 

<constr name>. 

<constr name>.slack ;: Displays the slack in the constraint named <constr name>. 

 


